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Recommended Secondary Supply List

Note: Other supplies may be requested for projects and labs as needed.
Most malls in Ankara have a store with these supplies: Carrefour, Kipa, or Office 1. Small markets
called kırtasiye also have school supplies.
7th - 8th grade students
1. A sturdy backpack and pencil case
2. A separate bound or loose-leaf lined notebook for each class with letter or A4 paper (lined
çizgili paper is preferred to graph kare paper) OR you may use a spiral notebook and a folder
for each subject
3. Letter or A-4 size, loose-leaf, lined paper or spirals for doing homework
4. A red pen or pencil and several blue or black ink pens with lids
5. Pencils and an eraser for each subject (especially math) and colored pencils
6. A binder or folder for each subject for storing returned homework, tests, and quizzes.
7. Sports clothes/shoes (Boys have PE daily through January; girls have PE daily February –
June)
8. 7th grade: Assignment book purchased from the school (6 TL payable to the school office)
9. For elective classes or foreign language classes, special supplies may be needed such as
paints and art canvases, sports clothes/shoes, a camera, access to computer software, or
special dictionaries.
10. Optional: An English translation language dictionary of your first language
9th - 12th grade
1. One 4-ring binder with section dividers for each class and loose-leaf letter or A4 paper (lined
çizgili paper is preferred to graph kare paper) OR you may use a spiral notebook and a folder
for each subject
2. Pencils for math, pens for most classes (please do not use red, pink, or orange colored pens!)
3. Erasers
4. A scientific or graphing calculator may be helpful for math, but please check with your
teacher before purchasing one as they can be expensive.
5. For elective classes or foreign language classes, special supplies may be needed such as
paints and art canvases, sports clothes/shoes, a camera, access to computer software, or
special dictionaries.
6. Optional: An English translation language dictionary of your first language
Most textbooks for grades 6 and above are available online to our students, which means you may
take fewer books home. We will provide instructions for this when students begin classes.

